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After completing my schooling at The Georre Washington
University, I am to be assigned the duty of Wing Fiscal Officer
in the First Marine Aircraft Wing. Thus, the purpose of this
paper has been to learn what my future duties will entail and
to determine the climate in which a Wing Fiscal Officer can
expect to operate.
I selected three areas of research. First, the laws
that require the military services to have comptrollers; second,
the attitudes and policies of Headquarters Marine Corps and the
attitude of Marine Corps Officers toward Comptrollers; and
third, the methods and procedures of financial management in a
Marine Aircraft Wing* The first two areas of research are not
directly connected with a Marine Aircraft Wing, but the influ-
ence and impact on a Wing should not be underestimated. Be-
cause of this, I felt that they were apropos and necessary to
give a complete picture.
During my research I had interviews with many officers
and civilian government employees at Headquarters Marine Corps,
The Bureau of Aeronautics, and the Second Marine Aircraft Wing.
I also corresponded with the Fiscal Officer of the First Marine
Aircraft Wing. The information obtained from these sources was
invaluable
.
All opinions expressed in this paper are my own and in
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Financial management within the military establishment
haa had great emphasis in the mat decree. Because of the need
for a large peacetime military force in being and the limited
amount of resources that could be applied to defense, the re-
quirement for financial management was brought to the forefront.
Each year since the Korean Conflict the defense budget
has amounted to over 50 percent of our national budget. For
the fiscal year 1960 the national budget amounts to §78 billion
and the military portion is the staggering sum of |41 billion.
Because defense (during and following World War II) has required
the major portion of the Federal Government's expenditures, it
is in this area that the greatest savings can be attained
through good financial management.
Following World War II the necessity for improved
financial management was, in general, a point of agreement.
A study by the Hoover Commission .orovided methods by which
waste could be eliminated and better financial man nt
accomplished. Congress reacted to the recommendations of the
Hoover Commission by enacting The National Security Act Amend-
ments of 1949. Title IV of the said act was specifically
designed for the promotion of economy and efficiency by eetab-
U.S., Congress, National Security Act Amendments of
V94£, Public Law 216, 81st Congress, 1st Session, 19*9.
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2lishinr budgetary and fiscal procedures and organisation in the
Department of Defense. Thi3 act required the establi t of
comptrollers in the Department of Defense and all military
departments. It prescribed that the preparation, presentation,
and Justification of budgets would be presented on a perform-
ance basis.
The National Security Act Amendments of 194-9 had been
in effect less than a year when war broke out in Korea. The
Navy Comptroller had been in operation less than one month.
Obviously the implementation of the desires of Congress w
delayed in the military establishment because of this major
crisis. However, Congress continued to legislate for improve-
ments by enacting- the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of
1950. Tttiis act provided for improvements in accounting pro-
cedures within the government. Its purpose was to provide for
adequate disclosure of financial information needed in the
management of operations and for the formulation and execution
of the Budget.
In 1956 Congress amended the Budget end Accounting Act
of 1921 by passing Public Law 863 —an act to improve budget-
ing and accounting methods and procedures, and specifically to
require that requests for appropriations from departments would
be developed from cost-based budgets. Another feature of the
act was the amendment of the Budget and Accounting Procedures
"U.S., Congress, Budget and Accounting Procedures Act
of 1950 . Public Law 784, feist Congress, 2nd Session, 1950.
U.S., Congress, Public Law 863 * 84th Congress, 2nd
Session, 1956.

Act of 1950 by adding a new section as follows:
Section 106, The head of each executive •• ency shall in
consultation with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
take whatever action is necessary to achieve insofar as is
possible* (1) conslstenc3 icoouj and budget classi-
fications, (2) synchronisation between accounting and
budget classifications and organizational structure, and
(3) ttppOJFt of the budget justifications by information on
performance and program costs by organization units.
Other provisions required that accounts be maintained on an
accrual basis and that each agency should work toward the ob-
jective of financing each operating unit from one administra-
tion subdivision of appropriation or fund,
The aforesaid laws are evidences that it Is the ex-
pressed will of Congress that the principles of ^ood business
practices and the comptroller function are to be imposed upon
the military establishment and other government a encies,
The military departments have implemented new methods
and procedures for budgeting and accounting in compliance with
the laws. Except for accrual accounting the Navy Department
has complied with the laws. Instructions were prepared and
ready for promulgation in February 1959» but were postponed
indefinitely by the Secretary of the Navy. There is still a
possibility that accrual accounting will become effective for
fiscal year I960,

II COMPTROLLERSHIP IN THE MARINE CORPS
In 1949 during the hearings before the Senate Armed
Services Committee on the National Security Act Amendments of
194-9* the Commandant of the Marine Corps wps the only military
chief to oppose the bill outright, Shis initial opposition
toward comptrollership appears to hpve infiltrated a segment
of the officer corps of the Marine Corps.
Following the passage of the National Security Act
Amendment of 1949* the Secretary of the Navy issued the Charter
for the Comptroller of the Navy which set forth his duties and
responsibilities, ^ In November 1953 the Secretary of the Ncvy
issued instructions for the establishment of comptroller organ-
izations in the various Naval activities and the Marine Corps.
This instruction read in part as follows: M It is the policy of
the Secretary of the Navy to establish comptroller organiza-
tions in all bureaus and offices, Navy Depsrtment, Headquarters
Marine Corps, and major activities of the Navy and the Marine
Corps. H3 The instruction further stated that it was the desire
Frederick C. Mosher, Program Budgeting: Theory and
Practice (New York, 1954), p. 35.
2U. S*| Navy Department, "Charter for the Comptroller
of the Navy H (Washington, D. C, 1950).
^U. S,, Navy Department, Secretary of the Navy Instruc-
tion 5400.4, "Establishment of Comptroller Organizations in
Bureaus, Headquarters, Offices, and Field Activities of the
Navy and Marine Corps" (Washington, D. C. , November 18, 1953).
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5of the Secretary of the Navy that the proa-ran for establishing,
comptroller organizations be accelerated as rapidly as possible.
An enclosure to this letter set forth the functional staff or-
ganizations as well as the duties each functional section was
to perform, and elaborated on the budgetary, accounting, re-
porting and statistical duties of the comptroller. The tenor
of the instruction was that the Secretary of the Navy desired
to establish an integrated system of improved financial manage-
ment in the ftav&l service in accordance with the desires of The
Congress.
The Marine Corps had evidently given much thought to
the implementation of Title IV of the National Security Act of
19^9. In July 1953 prior to the Secretary of the Navy's
directive, the Coiaxnandant had established and issued instruc-
tions secting forth the mission and responsibilities of the
Fiscal DirecU.r at Headquarters Marine Corps. The establish-
ment of a Fiscal Director instead of a comptroller was either
a continuing, resistance to the comptroller concept or to the
name Comptroller.
During the preparation of the Secretary of the Navy's
instruction establishing? comptroller organizations, the Com-
tSKBdasst of the Marine Corps was p-ivcr. an advance copy for com-
ment. The Commandant requested permission to gradually adopt
the comptroller organization concept in order that Marine
personnel would have sufficient time and opportunity to become
familiar with comptrollershlp functions. This permission was
granted.

6On December 9» 1953 the Commandant addressed a letter
to "All Commanding Officers" Informing them of the policy of
the Marine Corps concerning the Secretary of the Navy's
instruction on establishment of comptroller organizations.
The Commandant pointed out that he concurred in the general
objectives of the directive but from the data presented that
was the only area of general agreement. In justifying his
position the Commandant reiterated that in establishing the
Fiscal Division the term Comptroller was considered but dis-
carded. His reason was that the duties to be assigned to the
Fiscal Director of the Marine Corps could not be as all-
embracing as the duties assigned the Comptrollers of the other
Military Services and that the disbursing functions, by law,
were the responsibility of the Quartermaster General of the
Marine Corps. Instead of planning for and requesting a change
in the laws, the Marine Corps had taken the position of re-
sisting the Secretary of the Navy's policy.
The Commandant's letter contained certain policy state-
ments which established the philosophy by which Marine Fiscal
Officers (Comptrollers) were to work. Some of these statements,
which are not altered in the slightest by their removal from
the context of the letter, are quoted as follows:
I do not intend to create within the Marine Corps another
special staff activity at every level of command. Thus
special staff sections to perform comptroller-type
activities will be established within field activities only
where the fiscal workload is sufficient to warrant. Else-
where I shall require commanders of field activities to
discharge their fiscal functions in the most efficient and
economical manner, assigning these functions to their
various staff officers as they may desire. (Italics mine.)

Fiscal aspects of command responsibility ere not foreign
to other operations of command, and command functions per-
formed within the Marine Corps have always embraced the
comptroller- type tasks described,
. .
In some cases it may be necessary to assign the task as a
full time duty assignment. However, whether it is in £slc}
additional or full time assignment, the officer responsible
to the commander for performance of the function defined
below will be designated as "Fiscal Officer ".
The definition of the term "Fiscal Officer" will, for
Marine Corps purposes be as follows:
"Fiscal Officer": An officer Charged with the direct
responsibility for maintaining the records necessary to
reflect the use and status of appropriated funds made
available administratively to a commander by allotment,
suballotment or by any authorized means whatsoever."*
Marine Aviation units are in the peculiar position of
being administratively under the Commandant of the Marine Corps
but receive the major portion of their funds and logistic
support from the Bureau of Aeronautics. Marine Air Stations
are under the management control of the Bureau of Aeronautics
and therefore must comply with its instructions in respect to
management and organization for management. The Chief of the
Bureau of Aeronautics issued Instructions in April 1954 which
directed the establishment of comptroller organizations at
various Naval activities—four of which were Marine Corps Air
Stations. An important provision of this instruction was the
manner in which the organizational status of the comptroller
was prescribed. The comptroller was to be independent of any
Commandant of the Marine Corps letter to "All Com-
manding Officers" (December 9, 1953).
^Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics Instruction 5451 . 11 A,
"Establishment of Comptroller Organizations and Functions ct
Naval Aeronautical Shore Activities" (Washington, D. C, April
23, 1954).

8Operating or other staff department end ires to occupy a staff
position reporting directly to the Commanding Officer of the
station* The Commanding Officers of the Marine Corps Air
Stations were Marine officers who were in the unique position
of being- in the middle of conflicting philosophies on finan-
cial management. Suffice to say, the Commanders of Marine
Corps Air Stations compiled with the instructions of the Bureau
of Aeronautics and a Marine aviation officer was assigned the
primary duty of comptroller.
The Marine Corps did not formally recognise the comp-
troller function until 1956 at which time a Marine Corps Order
was promulgated establishing comptroller organizations at
certain Marine Corps Field Activities. This order explicitly
spelled out that the officer in charge of the comptroller
organization would be the Comptroller, and the billet would be
assigned as primary duty to an officer of the rank of Colonel.
The order also contained the first recognition of comptroller-
ship at Marine Air Stations by specifying that this function
would be performed in accordance with the directives of the
Bureau of Aeronautics.
On the surface it appears that the Marine Corps w
finally getting, into step with the objectives and policies of
the Secretary of the Navy in establishing uniform comptroller
organization throughout the Kavy Department. However, there
Commandant of the Marine Corps Order 54-50.2, "Estab-
lishment of Comptroller Organizations at Certain Marine Corps
Activities 11 (Washington, D.C., 12 March, 1956).

9Is still a large faction within the Marine Corps opposed to
comptrollership-type functions, and particularly to the Comp-
troller, They are opposed to business type management in
general and decry that the Comptroller Is trying to take over
the duties of the commanding officer by controlling the dollrr.
Perhaps this distrust of comptrollers is traceable to the early
pttltu.de 8 prevalent in tine Marine Corps by top mensrement.
Most of all the attitudes and philosophies of Headquarters
Marine Corps have affected the field org tions in their
acceptance of financial management and business practices.
The official policy of HeadoAiarters Marine Corps has
changed little since the implementation of the comptroller
function. The cautious attitude still prevails. As late as
January 1956 the Commandant reiterated his position toward
comptrollers in a published order that reads as follows:
It is the desire of the Commandant that "no Corps of
Comptrollers" be created in the Marine Corps. To prevent
the inadvertent development of such a "corps", no officer
will be assigned to fiscal functions consecutively to the
exclusion of assignments in other fields, merely on the
basis of prior experience in fiscal administration. Is/hile
it is recognized that this policy may not promote the
maximum development of technical skills in financial
management, it is considered that the value of having an
officer as comptroller with broad staff and command ex-
perience in operating, programs, problems, and general ad-
ministrative responsibilities will outweigh any disad-
vantages which might accrue.'
Because of the Marine Corps policy and attitude per-
taining to comptrollers some major advantages have accrued.








'Commandant of the Marine Corps Order 5^50 .2A,
"Organization and Functioning of the Staff in Financial Planning
and Administration" (Washington, D. C, Janunry 17> 1958).
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their own comptrollers and this has brought an early realizr-
tlon of the importance of the comptroller function. Other
members of the Commander's staff have also been required to
coordinate budget and implement fiscal plans, and this has
created a climate of respect for the need of better planning
and control in order to gain the maximum from allotted funds.
Those officers assigned duties as fiscal officers (comptrollers)
have had to earn their place in the organization by producing,




In field organizations where the comptroller function
has been implemented there has been a tendency for the critics
of comptrollership to immediately blame the comptroller for
any acts of the commanders end/or his staff which are not in
consonance with good management practices. As an example:
One officer who is outspoken against comptroller-ship claimed
that the comptrollers in government and industry were trying
to take over the Job of the Commander; that the comptrollers
were limiting the operations by claiming a lack or misuse of
funds. This same officer later blamed the comptroller of an
organization for a poorly planned budget whereas the budget
had been planned by a budget committee. Tae Fiscal Officer
was in this case the junior member and recorder of the com-
mittee and was a non-voting member. This only emphasizes the
need for those in fiscal billets to be tactful in dealing with
other members of a staff and, also, to stress that the comp-




The Fiscal Officer in the Marine Air Wing, as in other
field organizations of the Marine Corps, has been affected by
the Commandant's policy and particularly in that area of
organization within the individual commands. The initial
policy of the Marine Corps wsb that the Commanders were re-
sponsible for organizing their staff sections to perform the
functions of comptrollership. The result is that there is no
uniformity of organization within the air wings. In the Second
Marine Air Wing the 90 -ptrollership function had been performed
by a special staff officer under the name of "Financial Co-
ordinator" and later renamed "Fiscal Officer". Originally the
fiscal section was under the direct supervision of the
Assistant Chief of Staff Logistics and it was evidently assumed
that financial management came under the function of logistics.
This system proved unsatisfactory in this wing, Later the
fiscal function *raa organizationally placed independent of the
Logistics Officer, and the Fiscal Officer reported directly
to the Commander and/or the Chief of Staff, This organiza-
tional position of the Fiscal Officer has become semi standard
for the three Marine Air Wings, but this is not generally
reduced to writing. In the First Wing the Fiscal Officer is
organisationally under the coordinate control of the Assistant
Chief of Staff Logistics but in practice he reports to the
Chief of Staff, This confusing position of the Fiscal Officer
as indicated in written orders and organization charts hafl
been detrimental. Because financial management is the concern
of all the staff functions it is necessary for the Fiscal
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Officer to work with all of the Staff. This has resisted in
the Assistant Chiefs of Staff Personnel, Operations, Logistics
end Chief of Staff individually asc % the Fiscal Officer
works for whim M . This impossible situation of having four
bosses has at times put the Fiscal Officer in a precarious
petition* TO be most effective, the Fiscal Officer must even-
tually bo rep pensibio directly to the Commander, hut tbls
philosophy has not been completely accepted. Recent direc-
tives of Headquarters Marine Corps imply that standardize tlon
of organizations for financial management is necessary to
eliminate deficiencies that presently exist.

Ill BUDGET AMD BUDGET EXECUTION
The Commander of -'-ircraft
command responsibility and legal responsibility "orming
the function of financial management. His command, responsi-
bility ent.= control and administration of funds allo-
cated to perform the missions ned to his c d# The
methods that ar« utilised in performance of o i& responsi-
bility may be summarized as follows: missic
ve examined to determine the most econo r; : ns for
accomplishment; budget estimates with justifications sre pre-
pared to accomplish the missions and tasks re submitted
to higher ruthority; and financial plans id exe-
cuted to utilise allotted funds. The Commander" re-
sponsibility is not to overc t, overoblir-te, or overexpend
appropriated froads t « The (k p is as-
sisted in the execution of his responsibilities by his
cer who is considered a. specie ff
officer.
As n in Figure 1, the staff position of the fi sc-
offleer in t? -- rlr.e Wings is not standardised. He may
report to the Commander, the Chief of Staff, or to one of the
Assistant Chiefs of Staff.
Headquarters United States Marine Corps (NAVMC-1093-FD),
rine Corps Co err, and Financial gar - --rent ington,







































Because of the recency of assigning fiscal officers to the
Wings, his organizational position has not stabilized and has
been influenced by the degree of emphasis placed on financial
management by the Commander, The general opinion of those
officers who have had fiscal assignments is that the fiscal
officer should report to the Commander. The justification is
that the fiscal officer can be more objective and can perform
a better service when reporting direct to top management. In
the First Marine Aircraft Wing the Fiscal Officer reports to
the Chief of Staff. The differences in the Wings are not re-
stricted to their staff organizations.
Two of the Marine Corps Wings are stationed in the
continental United States and are supported by Air Stations
which are not administratively under the Wings' control. The
First Wing is stationed in the Fax East and Is unique in that
it has an air station which is operated by the Marine Wing
Service Group of the Wing. A major difference in the three
wings is their organization for budgeting and budget execution.
As an example: The Second Marine Aircraft Wing's budget has in
the past been estimated and built up fundamentally by the
Fiscal Officer and Staff of the Wing. The budget for fiscal
year 1961 is in part being formulated by subordinate unite
(Marine Aircraft Groups) submitting their requirements. The
First Wing has a more comprehensive organization and procedure
for financial management. For this reason and for personal
reasons the First Wing has been chosen as the basis for this
chapter.
The organization for budgeting in the First Wing has
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been pe Itemed after that which is present at Headquarters
Marine Corps. Hie organizations are parallel in that both have
budget advisory boards, project managers, and fiscal officers.
The Wing Budget Advisory Board is established to assist
the Commander in the review and determination of budget
guidance, estimates, apportionments, and revisions, The board
consists of the Chief of Staff, Assistant Chiefs of Staff
Personnel, Operations, Logistics, Wing Supply Officer, the
seven Group Commanders, and the Wing Fiscal Officer. The
duties of the Budget Advisory Board are to advise the Commander
on various phases of financial management; to prepare budget
guidance; to review estimates of subordinate unite; to review
adequacy of funds assigned and prepare Justifications for
reclamas and/or recommend areas where reductions should be
made. The board makes recommendations to the Commander who
is the final authority.
The use of a Budget Advisory Board has many advantages
and insures, by its membership alone, that plans and budget
estimates will be correlated to the maximum. Some of the
members of this board are also assigned duties as project
managers.
Project managers have been designated and assigned the
responsibility for specific appropriation projects or portions
of projects that can be segregated within an appropriation or
allotment. The project managers are responsible for reviewing
1 First Jferine Aircraft Wing Order 5420,12, HWing Budget
Advisory Board" (Fleet Post Office, San Francisco, California,
February 5, 1959), ^>9» 1-2.
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and developing budgetary guidance, developing format end con-
tent of justifications for budgets, reviewing budget estimates
of subordinate units, and recommending apportionment of funds
I
to subordinate units. The Fiscal Officer acts in an advisory
capacity to the project managers and makes recommendations on
matters that pertain to technical supervision of financial
management functions. His specific duties es outlined in a
First Wing order are as follows:
a. Maintain the official allotment records of this Head-
quarters.
b. Transmit budget guidance received from higher authority
to the appropriate staff sections with a request for
review. Review and consolidate proposed First Marine
Aircraft Wing Budget Guidance.
c. Prepare a request for preparation of budget estimates.
d. Transmit budget estimates received from subordinates to
the project managers for review.
e. Consolidate the budget estimates received from project
managers, including justifications therefor, and submit




Upon receipt of allotments from higher authority,
provide information to project managers, request pro-
posed apportionments and prepare recommended allocations
for submission to the Budget Advisory Board. Upon
approval of the allocations, prepare and sign planning
estimate authorizations and amendments.
g. Maintain records covering the use of apportioned funds,
h. Provide statistics to project managers as required
concerning expenditures in {sic] appropriated funds in
current and previous fiscal years.
1. Maintain liaison with fiscal agencies. • •
j. Assist the project managers in establishing and main-
taining adequate information regarding the use made of
funds within each project.
2
The assigned duties and responsibilities of the Fiscal
Officer in the First Wing appear to be in consonance with the
1 First Marine Aircraft Wing Order 7100.1 A, HFlrst
Marine Aircraft Wing Procedures for Fiscal Management 1* (Fleet
Post Office, San Francisco, California, February 4, 1959),
PP. 5-6.
2Ibid . . p. 4<
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duties and responsibilities of the comptroller in government
and business. He is not a decision maker and, therefore, must
exercise his function by persuading others to utilize good
financial management practices in administering funds assigned
to the Wing,
Normally funds are made available to the Marine Air-
craft Wings by suballotments, operating targets, and planning
estimates. The Commander has a legal responsibility under
Section 3679 of the Revised Statutes to Insure that suballotted
funds are not overcommitted, overobligated, or overexpended.
The Wing Commander is responsible to the allotment or sub-
allotment holder who grouts him operating targets and/or
planning estimates; the legal responsibility is retained by
the allotment or suballotment holder.
The First Wing receives funds through both Marine Corps
and Navy sources. The Marine Corps funds are made available
through the Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific.
Fiscal year 1959 funds were made available by planning esti-
mates; it is understood that they will use suballotments for
fiscal year 1960, The appropriations utilized are as follows:
1, Marine Corps Troops and Facilities (Project 11)
2, Military Personnel, Marine Corps
3, Marine Corps Procurement, 2
The funds received by the First Wing through K&vy
K:-dquarters United States Marine Coros, ^Marine Corps
Commanders and Financial Management H (Washington, D. C, June
16, 1958), pp.11 ff.
2First Marine Aircraft Wing Order 7100,1 A, "First
Marine Aircraft Wing Procedures for Fiscal Management tt Fleet
Post Office, San Francisco, Calif., February 4, 1959), PV» 1-2.
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sources are from the appropriations Aircraft and Facilities,
Navy and Medical Care, Navy* The Aircraft and Facilities, Navy
appropriation is subdivided into ALFA, BRAVO and DELTA funds.
She First Wing receives an ALFA suballotment from the Marine
Corps Air Facility, Iwakunl, Japan* The BRAVO and DELTA(TAD)
operating target amounts are granted by the Commanding General,
Aircraft, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific located on the west coast
of the United States, The DELTA (Outfitting) suballotment is
granted by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Air Station,
El Toro, Santa Ana, California, Medical Care, Navy planning
estimate is granted by the Commanding General, Fleet Marine
Force, Pacific, The Commander of the First Wing administers
eight separate designated funds from five appropriations and
is responsible to four different commanders. Because of re-
ceiving funds from the various and assorted sources, the process
of budgeting and budget execution becomes complex. Instead of
e^ budget there are many budgets.
The Commandant of the Marine Corps publishes annual
budget guidance to field commands in two phases—in October
and March. The major field commands in turn select the portion
of the guidance which applies and when added to their own




2Headcuarters United States Marine Corps, "Marine




The Commending General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific
publishes guidance to the First Wing providing guidance for
the budget year and budget year plus one concerning Marine
Cor os funds. The guidance is in the general categories of
personnel, training and operations, logistics, special services,
aviation matters, and policy decisions as pertain to procure-
ment and maintenance of equipment. The First Wing normally
receives its budget guidance about March 1 of each year.
Between March 1 and April 10 the Wing issues guidance to sub-
ordinate units, receives budget estimates from its subordinate
units, reviews these estimates, and submits estimates to the
Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific. The estimates
show actual expenditures for the first three quarters of the
current year, the estimated expenditures for the fourth quarter
current year, estimated requirements for the budget year, and
estimated requirements for the budget year plus one. The
budget year for the Wing is actually the financial plan for
the fiscal year starting July 1 next.
Annually (about March 1 ) the First Wing receives
guidance from higher authority for budgeting, Havy fundB. "The
guidance usually determines areas of responsibility between
units of the Wing and its supporting Stations or Facilities
and indicates supply and procurement plans for Navy Allowance
Materials." The source of the guidance is not limited to one
higher command but comes from the Commander, Naval Air Forces,
1 First Marine Aircraft Wing Order 7100.1 A, ?. 3.
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Pacific Fleet; Commanding General, Aircraft, Fleet Marine Force,
Pacific; Commanding General, Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro,
California; Navy Supply Depot, Yokosuke, Japan and other com-
mands which have management control of certain materials. The
First Wing reviews this guidance and consolidates and promul-
gates it to its subordinate units. The remaining steps of sub-
mission and reviews are identical to those connected with
Marine Corps funds.
The First Wing receives its funds from higher authority
on a quarterly basis in the form of suballotments, operating
targets and planning estimates. After receipt of allotted
commitment limitations, the project managers prepare recom-
mendations for apportionment of the funds to units and offices.
The apportionment recommendations are submitted to the Budget
Advisory Board for review. The Commander Changes and/or
approves the apportionments and the Fiscal Officer administra-
tively issues planning estimate authorizations and operating
target authorizations to the cognizant units and offices. In
the administration of the various allotments there are unique
features that are associated with each fund. Because of this
each appropriation will be discussed separately as to the
method of administering in the First Marine Aircreft Wing.
Ihese methods and procedures are set forth in First Marine
Aircraft Wing Order 7000. 1D and 7100.1 A.
Marine Corps Procurement. The First Wing receives a
planning estimate from the Commanding General, Fleet Marine
Force, Pacific. This fund has three project managers; the
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Wing Ordnance Officer, Wing Communications and Electronics
Officer, and Wing Motor Transport Officer- The funds are used
to purchase certain ordnance, communications-electronics, end
motor transport equipment from the United States Army. The
Wing maintains memorandum accounting records, and the official
allotment accounting records are maintained by the Fiscal
Officer, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific,
Military Personnel, Marine Corps, *Ihe Military
Personnel, Marine Corps appropriated funds are utilised for
the purpose of purchasing subsistence supplies from the Army
and Navy in Japan. The source of the funds and official
accounting for the funds rests with the Commanding General,
Fleet Marine Force, Pacific, and the Wing maintains only memo-
randum records for this planning estimate. The Wing Supply
Officer is the project manager and makes the determinations
for allocation to subordinate units.
Marine Corps Troops and Facilities. A planning estimate
is received from the Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force,
Pacific. The First Wing in turn issues sub-planning estimates
to eight different units and offices. This fund is charged
with the costs of purchase, maintenance and operation of common
use (Stock Fund Account) items; locally purchased Appropriation
Stores Account type items; personnel services other than mili-
tary; temporary additional duty travel, training and maneuver
costs; athletic equipment and recreational supplies; and other
related costs for the administration, operation, and mainte-
nance of the units within the command. The Assistant Chief of
Staff Logistics is the project manager for all items related to
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supply and logistics. Hie area of responsibility is fixed by
resigning specific expenditure account numbers to him. The
Assistant Chief of Staff Personnel is the project manager for
those items related to temporary additional duty (travel) end
administrative expenses. The related expenditure account
numbers fix his responsibility. The Wing Special Services
Officer is the project er for procurement of recreation.-!
equipment and facilities.
The groupa and offices receive sub-planning estimates
for this fund and maintain memorandum records only. The Wing
Fiscal Officer maintains memorandum accounting records ?nd
official accounting records are maintained by the official
allotment holder.
Aircraft gnd Facilities Navy. ALFA allotment. ALFA
funds are suballoted to the First Wing by the Commanding
Officer, Marine Corps Air Facility, Iwakuni, Japan and the
Wing issues operating tar mts to the seven operating
groups of the wing. The funds pre utilized for requisitioning
spare parts for vehicles, motor fuels nnd lubricants, indigenous
labor, photographic equipment, and many other items. The Chief,
Bureau of Aeronautics issues instructions specifying the items
which may be purchased, The Assistant Chief of Stnff Logistics
is the project manager for this fund. The Fiscal Officer of
the Wing maintains memorandum accounting records and the Supply
and Fiscal Officer, United States Navy Supply Depot, Yokosuka,
Japan maintains the official accounting records.
Aircraft and Facilities Navy. BRAVO allotment. The
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Commander, Naval Air Force, Pacific issues an operating target
amount to the Commanding General, Aircraft, Fleet Marine Force,
Pacific, He in turn issues an operating target amount to the
Commanding General, First Marine Aircraft Wing, Tne Wing
Commander Issues operating, target amounts direct to operating
squadrons of the Wing, This cumbersome method of assigning
funds to the using units is not without reason. Each echelon
of commend has the prerogative of allocating end reallocating
funds to meet operational needs as they occur without referring
to higher authority. The purpose of the BRAVO fund is to
finance operations and direct line maintenance of aircraft.
Some of the specific items that are charged to this allotment
are: consumable office supplies used by operating squadrons,
aircraft fuel and lubricants, landing fees at airports, and
aircraft maintenance performed by civilian contractors. The
project manager of the BRA70 allotment Is the Assistant Chief
of Staff Operations, The Fiscal Officer maintains memorandum
records, and the official accounting records are maintained by
the Fleet Aviation Accounting Office, Pacific Fleet which is
located on the west coast of the United States,
Aircraft and Facilities Navy. DELTA allotment . The
DELTA funds are divided into DELTA Outfitting and DELTA TAD
funds. The funds are received from different sources, there-
fore, for simplicity will be treated separately. The DELTA
Outfitting fund is suballotted to the First Wing by the Com-
manding General, Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro, California.
The funds are for the purpose of outfitting or replacing certain
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items of equipment prescribed by the Chief , Bureau of Aero-
nautics. The outfitting items of equipment are primarily
ground handling and shop equipment designed for use with a
specific type of aircraft. The Wing Supply Officer is the
project manager. Memorandum accounting, records are maintained
by the Wing Fiscal Officer and the official accounting records
are maintained by the Comptroller, Marine Corps Air Station,
EL Toro, Santa Ana, California,
The First Wing receives DELTA TAD funds from the Com-
manding General, Aircraft, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific as an
operating, target amount to finance costs of temporary addition-
al duty (travel) for aeronautical purposes. The project manager
is the Assistant Chief of Staff Personnel. The Wing Fiscal
Officer maintains memorandum accounting records and the official
accounting records are maintained by the Comptroller, Marine
Corps Air Station, El Toro, California, The DELTA funds are
not allocated to subordinate units but are retained by the
project managers.
Medical Care Navy , The First Wing receives a planning
estimate from the Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force,
Pacific, Ihe funds are used to requisition medical and dental
supplies in support of units of the Wing, The Wing Medical
Officer is the project manager for this fund, Subplanning
estimates are issued to subordinate units of the Wing, against
which they may incur obligations. The Fiscal Officer, Fleet
Marine Force, Pacific maintains the official accounting records.
The Marine Aircraft Wings do not make a budget but make
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I series ©f throughout each y©ar« Buur©ti v a con-
tinuous pr- i ; annual budge ts, quarterly budgets, rebudgetizig
for i terra Inadvertently omitted, and rebi or operations
that could rot be forecasted are some of the factors which
contribute to the continuing proces . To perform the function
of budgeting both statistical and historical means must be used,
Each area of budgeting requires its own inherent oh to
the provl | .
<3 Fiscal Officer must have an In ie knowledge of
logistics &B& supply, and the ;ecu^i;:r type of a-aeration of
the o '>., to oerform his function properly. Above all
he must use oe, tact and discretion.

IV ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
Headquarters Marine Corps had the sole responsibility
of accounting for appropriated funds in the years prior to
fiscal ye^r 1953. Beginning with fiscal year 1953 the field
commanders were given the responsibility of administering some
of the funds and of maintaining records to show their uee ^nd
status. The bookkeeping5 for these funds is referred to as
allotment accounting, and deals primarily with record keeping
and reporting relative to the obligation and expenditure of
appropriated funds allotted to a commander. In addition to
allotment -accounting, the field activities may perform
limited amount of cost accounting. The number of accounts and
extent of accounting performed is subject to the desires of
individual commanders. However, there is a prescribed minimum
of accounting that must be performed.
The instructions for accounting for allotted funds are
contained in Volumes 2 end 3» Navy Comptroller yiz.nv.cl and in
Headquarters Marine Corps publication titled "Field Accounting
and Reporting Instructions." In addition to these major publi-
cations, there are many orders, instructions, and bulletins
issued by the Navy Comptroller, Bureaus, and Headquarters
1 H
arine Corps Institute, Allotment Accounting by




Marine Coros. These publications are replete with standard
forms, accounting numbers, activity numbers and many other
numbers necessary for the proper administration and accounting
for allotted funds. It is not the intent of this chapter to
explain the use of all the forms and numbers, but to explain
the method of receiving, suballoeating, obligating, expending
and reporting the status of the funds. To understand the
accounting, for funds it is desirable to have a basic under-
standing of the accounting numbering system utilized by the
Navy Department,
Figure 2 outlines the allotment accounting code numbers.
The code numbers consist of appropriation number, bureau control/
allotment/ project number, expenditure account number, activity
account number, and object class number. Each number in the
series of numbers has special significance and will be explained
separately.
The appropriation number consists of seven digits plus
a subhead. The first two digits designate the government de-
partment or establishment responsible for administering the
appropriation. The third digit identifies the fiscal year for
which an annual appropriation Is made. If the appropriation
is a continuing one rather than a one-year appropriation an Mx H
is used. The fourth and fifth digits designate the activity
to which the appropriation is assigned. The last two digits
refer to the appropriation of the activity to which the ap-
propriation is assigned. The subhead number, such es ,1t in
figure 1, is merely a division of the appropriation and may
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Marine Corps Troops and Facilities.....
Subher-d (Training and Operations
)
Bureeu Control (Allotment) Number
Project Number 32 ( Station Oper & Maint
)
Station Number 164 (MB, NAD, "Ingham, Maes
.
)





Field Activity Accounting Number
MB , NAB , Hin 3 is , I&88*
,
0b.1ect Class Number
Personal Services ( Budget- Treasury Designation)*.
Group IVb - Continental - (Naval Designs tl on)
•Reproduced from Marin* Corps Institute, "Allotment
Accounting by Field Activities," (Washington, D.C.) 1955, p. 41
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Into subdivisions referred to as projects.
The bureau control number or allotment number la a
fiscal accounting number consisting of five digits. The first
two digits Indies te the project under which the funds are al-
lotted. The last three dibits indicate the manner by which
the funds are received and accounted for; that Is, the number
may represent a field activity, Headquarters Marine Cor:>s or a
Bureau, A more thorough explanation will be given later In
this chapter.
The expenditure account number is a five digit coet
accounting number used to distribute costs and collections
according to the purpose or end use. The cost accounting
system is not integrated into the allotment accounting system
per se. It is, however, used In conjunction with the allot-
ment accounting system.
The activity accounting number may have from three to
five digits and is used to identify an activity. The object
class number is used to classify expense accounts according to
the nature of the service, article, or other items as dis-
tinguished from the purpose or end use.
All of the allotment accounting code numbers have
titles. The use of these code numbers in documents such as
requisitions and vouchers shortens and simplifies accounting
and requisitioning procedures.
She bureau control or project number, mentioned previ-
ously, is the key for accounting for appropriated funds. In
the case of Marine Corps funds the last three digits of the
bureau control number indicate the activity administering the
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fiscal accounting and use of the funds.
If the last three digits of the bureau control number ere
zeros, this indicates the authority to use the funds through
8 Headquarters Commitment, and Headquarters Marine Corps
performs the fiscal accounting necessary. If the last
three digits Include or fall between 001 and 599 » the funds
are received from Headquarters Marine Corps through a field
allotment and the fiscal accounting is performed by the
field activity. If the last three^ digits fall in the 600-
699 series, this indicates the authority to charge an open
allotment, and the fiscal accounting is performed by Head-
quarters Marine Corps. If the last three digits fall in
the 700-999 series, the funds are received through a project
order, and the field activity performs the fiscal ac-
counting; hence the basic field activity fiscal accounting
record.
'
The Bureaus of the Navy Department use similar pro-
cedures for designating the authority for use of funds and the
activity to perform the fiscal accounting.
Of the types of funds mentioned—commitment, field
allotment, open allotment, and project order—only the open
allotment and field allotment apply to the Marine Air Win; .
The open allotment is a reserve of funds maintained by Head-
quarters Marine Corps. Activities are authorized to incur
obligations against the fund and the obligating documents are
forwarded to Headquarters Marine Corps who does the allotment
accounting. The field allotment is that type granted to oper-
ating organizations and is the source of the major portion of
funds. The Marine Air Wings normally receive an operating
target amount, a planning estimate amount, or a suballotment
amount of these funds.
The activities do not receive one single lump sum
allotment but receive a number of allotments or subsllotments.
Marine Corps Institute, "Allotment Accounting by
Field Activities'1 (Washington 3, D.C., 1955), P. 41.
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In the First Marine Aircraft Wing, funds are received from
eleven different projects which encompass four different ap-
propriations. The funds are accounted for by projects, and
the accounting procedures are almost identical for suballot-
ments, planning estimates, and operating targets. For sim-
plicity the three methods of fund accounting will be treated
as one.
Upon receipt of a project allocation of funds, a Marine
Aircraft Wing would follow the procedures described below. A
record is made of the authorization in an allotment record log
and also an entry is made on an accounting form known as an
allotment or project order record. This record is a double-
entry (bookkeeping) special journal which has three major
headings: authorizations, obligations, and expenditures.
Another record, a reservation log, may be kept in conjunction
with this account. This record is maintained when it is de-
sired to earmark funds for certain planned expenditures prior
to establishing actual obligations. The purpose of the record
is to help a Commander prevent an overobligation of funds. A
Commander may desire to earmark a sum as a "reserve for con-
tingencies" to meet unexpected expenditures.'
In the Marine Air Wings the allotted funds are usually
suballocated to subordinate units in the form of planning
estimates or operating targets. In this situation a subsidiary
account is desired for each subordinate unit allocated funds.
1 Ibid., p. 72.
.
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If the Wing wants to obtain cost information it is necessary to
keep records by expenditure account numbers for each subsidiary
account. Normally the cost accounting would not be accomplished
at the Wing, level because of the lirrited accounting facilities
and personnel. After completing entries in the basic records
the unit would be organized to obligate and expend its funds.
Field activities obligate and expend funds by making
open purchases and Stock Fund and Stock Account purchases.
Open purchases are cash purchases made from commercial firms.
The Stock Fund purchases are purchases made by the using units
from the Marine Corps Stock Fund Account. Inventories of
material purchased by the Stock Fund are organic to the Marine
Air Wings and these accoimts are maintained by the Supply
Officer of the organization. The Stock Fund is a revolving
fund which receive? its cash from sales to field activities,
and its inventories are replenished by the fund manager. The
Stock Account is a Navy Stock Fund and is also a revolving
fund operated in the same manner as the Marine Corps Stock
Fund.
The Marine Air Wings also receive goods and services
from the Marine Corps Appropriation Stores Account and the
Navy Appropriation Purchases Account, but these are without
charge to any allotment. The Wings do, however, maintain a
record of these costs as statistical charges.
When material is ordered from the Marine Corps Stock
Fund, Navy Stores Account or from a commercial firm, a copy of
the requisition or purchase order is sent to the Wing Fiscal
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Officer. The requisition or order constitutes an obligation
and is recorded on the Fiscal Officer's records as such. The
requisition is then pieced in an obligation file. After the
material is delivered to a using unit from the Stock Fund or
Stock Account, a copy of the delivery invoice is sent to the
Fiscal Officer. The copy is comprred with the original order,
adjustments made if necessary, and then entered as an expendi-
ture against the project account. Purchases from commercial
firms are handled similarly except that the Invoice is sent to
a Disbursing Officer for payment and a copy of the disbursing
voucher is used as a record for expenditure. At the time that
an obligation is liquidated by an expenditure, the obligation
and expenditure documents are filed together in a completed
file. The accounting, system is similar to a commercial voucher
system except that the purchase order constitutes a voucher
obligation, and delivery or cash disbursement is en expendi-
ture.
Subordinate units of the Wings assigned operating
targets or planning estimates are also required to maintain
accounting records. These records are locally designed forms
in many cases, and are referred to as memorandum records. The
purpose of the memorandum record is to prevent overobligating
and/or overexpending the target amounts allocated to them. To
insure that the subordinate units records are correct, it is
necessr.ry to reconcile the master records maintained by the
Wing Fiscal Officer and those maintained by the subordinate
units. tEhis reconciliation of records is accomplished by the
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use of periodic reports. If the Wing has allocated operating.
targets to subordinate units, the normal procedure is for the
Wing Fiscal Officer to transmit operating target status state-
ments to each of the operating target holders. The operating
target status statement is a record of all transactions af-
fecting its allotted funds since submittal of the last previ-
ous statement. The subordinate unit reconciles the statement
with its own memorandum records, and reports only if there is
a disagreement.
If the Wing is the recipient of an operating target,
the allotment holder or accounting activity submits an allot-
ment status report to the Wing for reconciliation. Any dis-
agreement is reported to the allotment holder or accounting
activity. Reconciliation of the status of allotted funds is
very similar to reconciling a personal bank checking, account.
The major complication is the volume and magnitude of the
operations.
The Wing, as a suballotment holder, is required to
report monthly the status of funds under each project. The
report consists of the last balance entries recorded on its
allotment project order records. The status of suballotment
is reported to Headquarters Marine Corps for Marine Corps
allotments.
The Bravo allotment status report is on exception to
the general method of status reporting, TMs allotment is the
largest single allotment of funds assigned to the Wings and
represents about 75 percent of total funds utilized. This
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fund is \:ned primarily for pwptfl fttala end ; rts for
aircraft* Each ; ron in I &fWt Marina Air Wing
Is assigned a BRAVO t amount and must report and account
for the funds* ron |> tl of balances of funds
are made on t: L flft* '..seal
Officer* Reconciliations of func *rons
from J llotnr temento i 8 sued by the Fleet Avi-
ation Account" ffice. Another report 'tted by er
squadron is the Aircraft Operating Cor' | 5R) f This
report la submitted monthly by dispatch to the Commander, naval
Air Force
p
-cific. ISie AOCR cor lb thr US of funds end
in addition reports costs by aircraft type, ave-- lumber of
aircraft, flight hours, fuel consumed, and other
ticticci test lata*'
Accounting: and reporting for allotted funds in a Marine
Aircr Pi re relatively not too complex in principle. Com-
plexity la d, however, \» so of the necessity for the
Fiscal Officer to be intimately familiar supply syste: .
This supply system for a Karine Air Wing consists of both Marine
Corps Supply and Navy Supply In addition ther rous
changes constantly being mde in both supply syste-a. "ithin
this dynamic sphere of operation, the Fiscal Officer must
operate end of necessity be correct In his decisions
.
<mu»mm*ln «( i n — i in ntmmmmm*mm*mmm« i nm * m i »»m ii nt\mm i\m \mmw m! mhwh -i wnmnwiio iiinii ii mmmv*m<m> Mn \im v m iiwwwiiwm win jm»w—f—
1 ?irst Marine Aircraft Wing Order 7000* ID, ttFund
Allocation Instructionr" (an Francisco, California, February 3,
1959), and Chief, Bureau of Aeronautics Instruction 73*0,4,
ocumulation a of Aircraft Open




This study was made for the purpose of determining the
climpte in which s Fiscal Officer of a Marine Aircraft Wing can
expect to work. Three areas were researched in preparing for
an assignment as Fiscal Officer of a Wing; first, the major
laws which apply to military comptrollers; second, the attitudes
and policies of Headquarters Marine Corps; and third, the organ-
ization, budgeting methods and procedures, end accounting and
reporting that is performed in the Marine Aircraft Wing.
Within the past decade Congress has passed several amend-
ments to the Budgeting and Accounting, Act of 1921. The improve-
ments required by these laws which affect the military services
may be summarized as follows: (1) establishment of the com -
trollership function throughout the agencies of government,
(2) requiring budgets to be submitted on a performance basis,
(3) requiring that budgeting and accounting be on an accrual
basis. The net result of these laws has been a decentralization
of budgeting, accounting, and management of appropriated funds.
The Marine Corps had opposed the comptrollershlp func-
tion from the first. The Commandant of the Marine Corps had
Initially opposed the function at hearings on Public Law 216
before Congress. Later resistance to the function was evi-




Marine Corps instead of a Comptroller. Although this resistance
Is waning there is still a faction within the Marine Corps
opposed to financial management.
The results of this early resistance and the present
continuing; resistance are noticeable in the Marine Aircraft
Wings. The organizations for budgeting and budget execution
are not uniform. There appears to be a reluctance on the part
of some Fiscal Officers to try any new methods because they
cannot afford to be in error as long as they are viewed with
suspicion and do not have the backing of the top management
group. No incentive is offered a Commander to practice im-
proved financial management. A Commander who reduces costs and
makes realistic budgets can only expect to receive further de-
creased amounts for his efforts.
In interviews with many officers at Headquarters Marine
Corps, it appeared that the emphasis was placed on the mechanics
of financial management. No one ever raised the point of
economy; no one mentioned that a Commander had instituted good
financial control procedures. Most of the criticism was adverse
and this was directed at the Fiscal Officer of the particular
organization and not at the Commanders.
Improved financial management in field organizations
of the Marine Corps cannot become a reality until there is
support from Headquarters Marine Corps. Reports need to be
developed to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the
field commands 8.nd activities. This cannot be accomplished as
long as there is continued resistance from the top management
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group. Under the present circumstances there is the danger of
doing accounting for accountings sake.
Financial management in the Marine Aircraft Wing ie
Btill in the developmental stage and leaves much to be desired.
For instance, the First Marine Aircraft Wing submits budgets to
four different commanders who have individual management control
over • portion of the Wing's funds. If any of the higher
echelon commanders allot the Wing less than the required amount,
some phase of the operations will be slighted and the over-all
effectiveness and efficiency of the organization will be re-
duced. There is a second factor which affects the First Marine
Aircraft Wing but does not apply to the other Marine Air Wings;
that is, the personnel assigned to the First Wing ?re assigned
for a period of only about one year. This means that the
budget being executed was formulated by a group of officers
who are not present for the execution phase
«
The budgetary process is not overly complex but it is
a major task because of the sheer volume of data that must be
collected. There must be staff coordination on all phases of
the budget and budget execution to insure a balanced program.
The functions of accounting and reporting for allotted
funds represent a challenge in many respects. In this area the
Fiscal Officer has some latitude in recommending the methods
and procedures for managing the funds to produce the desired
results. Special type reports have not as yet been developed.
I feel that there are many types of reports that can be de-




This study has pointed out areas of difficulty which a
Fiscal Officer of a Marine Aircraft suing can expect to encounter.
He can expect opposition to the function in the form of reluc-
tance on the part of some officers to cooperate. He will be
viewed with suspicion. His motives will be questioned on the
suggestions he may offer. To nullify these suspicions and
fears, it behooves every officer assigned to the position of
Fiscal Officer to:
1. roeseGE adequate technical skills to perform the function
efficiently
.
2. Be tactful and courteous to all with whom he must work.
This means accepting solutions that are not the ultimate but
are within the intent of the orders or la .
3. Have the ability to visualize the over-all problem of the
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